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Forget about differences! Here’s a wonderful new concept book to explore and enjoy!

Marthe Jocelyn and Tom Slaughter team up again to deliver a delightfully simple book. Jocelyn’s marvelous
concept — finding common characteristics in different creatures and objects — coupled with Slaughter’s
masterful paper cuts makes Same Same a clever introduction to similarities, as well as a preface to modern
art.

The duo’s previous titles have received numerous awards worldwide; from Japan to Denmark, from France
to Mexico. Fashioned in the traditional and stunning style of the pair’s past books, Same Same is a
wonderful addition to their already impressive library.
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From reader reviews:

Pamela Edmonds:

In other case, little people like to read book Same Same. You can choose the best book if you like reading a
book. Provided that we know about how is important any book Same Same. You can add knowledge and of
course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, simply because from book you can learn
everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you will be known. About simple point until
wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we could open a book or searching by internet gadget.
It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel weary to go to the library. Let's learn.

Jonathan Hickman:

Now a day people that Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by interact with the internet and
the resources within it can be true or not demand people to be aware of each details they get. How
individuals to be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book.
Reading a book can help men and women out of this uncertainty Information specially this Same Same book
because this book offers you rich info and knowledge. Of course the details in this book hundred per-cent
guarantees there is no doubt in it as you know.

Soledad Neeley:

Typically the book Same Same has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you check out this book you can get a
lot of help. The book was written by the very famous author. The writer makes some research previous to
write this book. This book very easy to read you will get the point easily after reading this book.

Tom Salgado:

Beside this specific Same Same in your phone, it might give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or
facts. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh in the oven so don't possibly be worry if
you feel like an old people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Same Same because this book
offers to you readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but you would not get what it's about. Oh
come on, that would not happen if you have this with your hand. The Enjoyable arrangement here cannot be
questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss this? Find this book in addition
to read it from currently!
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